
The Northeastern Naturalist . . .
♦ A quarterly peer-reviewed and edited interdisciplinary natural history science journal with a re-

gional focus on northeastern North America, including Canada (ISSN 1092-6194 [print], ISSN 
1938-5307 [online]). 

♦ Featuring research articles, notes, and research summaries on terrestrial, fresh-water, and ma-
rine organisms, and their habitats. The journal's versatility also extends to publishing longer 
manuscripts as separate monographs and symposium proceedings or other collections of related 
papers as special issues.

♦ Focusing on field ecology, biology, behavior, biogeography, taxonomy, evolution, anatomy, 
physiology, geology, and related fields. Manuscripts on genetics, molecular biology, anthropol-
ogy, etc., are welcome, especially if they provide natural history insights that are of interest to 
field scientists. 

♦ Now offers authors the option of publishing large maps, data tables, audio  and video clips, and 
even powerpoint presentations as online supplemental files which will be linked to the full-text 
version of the journal in the BioOne.org database. 

♦ Now offers an online-only monograph publication series in order to better meet the needs of 
authors looking for a cost-effective means of publishing large manuscripts in a high-profile 
peer-reviewed journal. 

♦ Proposals for Special Issues, either as print publications or more affordable online-only issues, 
are welcome.

♦ The Northeastern Naturalist is indexed in the Web of Science (clarivate.com), EBSCO.com, 
and by way of author entries in Google Scholar and Researchgate. It is included in full-text in 
BioOne.org and JSTOR.org as well as on the journal's website (www.eaglehill.us/nena).  

♦ The journal staff is pleased to discuss ideas for manuscripts and to assist during all stages of 
manuscript preparation. The journal has a mandatory page charge to help defray a portion of 
the costs of publishing the manuscript  . Instructions for Authors are available online on the 
journal’s website (www.eaglehill.us/nena) or by e-mail (office@eaglehill.us).

♦ Co-published with the Southeastern Naturalist  (ISSN 1528-7092 [print], ISSN 1938-5412 [on-
line]). Both journals are identical in focus, format, quality, and features. The journals together 
serve as a matched-pair of regional journals that provide an integrated publishing and research 
resource for the eastern part of North America. Also co-published with the Caribbean Naturalist 
(ISSN #2326-7119), an online publication that extends our coverage of natural history research to 
the waters, coastal areas and islands of the Caribbean region, and the Urban Naturalist (ISSN # 
2328-8965), an online publication covering natural history research in urban, suburban, and other 
areas of impacted by major human development.

♦ Printed by Allen Press, printer of many journals in the biological and environmental sciences, 
especially those whose parent organization is a member of the American Institute of Biological 
Sciences (AIBS).

♦ May be ordered through any major subscription service. Back issues are available. A full listing 
of Tables of Contents is available online on the journal’s website.

Cover Photograph: Sarracenia purpurea (Purple Pitcher Plant) at Joseph Pines Preserve in Sussex 
County, VA, in 2019. Photograph © Lindsey A. Pett.


